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DUO FU DUO CAI FLOWER OF RICHES™
SYMBOL PAYOUTS

All Any Way™ pays are multiplied by bet multiplier.
WILD is wild and substitutes for all symbols. WILD only appears on reels 2, 3, and 4.
Only the highest winner paid per winning combination. There are 243 Ways to win which must occur on
adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost reel. All wins on multiple ways are added together.

FU BAT JACKPOT FEATURE

FU BAT JACKPOT FEATURE may be awarded when one or more WILD appears on the reel.
When a WILD lands on reels, coins will be added to the pot above the reels.
FU BAT JACKPOT FEATURE is awarded when pot lid closes.
A pick field with 12 coins will appear.
Touching or clicking a coin will reveal one of the Fu Baby™ symbols
When 3 matching Fu Baby™ symbols have been revealed, the corresponding jackpot will be awarded and
the feature ends.
There are four Jackpots.
Jackpot values are proportional to bet per spin.
The accumulation of coins over time in the coin pot has no effect on the triggering the FU BAT JACKPOT
FEATURE.

FREE GAMES FEATURE

3, 4, or 5 BONUS on adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel award 6 free spins and initial credit award
of 5x, 10x, or 50x total bet respectively.
WILD substitute for BONUS in any left to right winning combination.
When FREE GAMES FEATURE trigger from BASE GAME, player is taken to SELECT A FEATURE
screen to select one of the 5 different FREE GAMES modes.
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Each FREE GAMES mode uses the ACE, KING, QUEEN, JACK, TEN, NINE, WILD, and BONUS
symbols, and one other symbol depending on which mode was selected on SELECT A FEATURE screen.
The PHOENIX FREE GAMES has 88 PHOENIX symbols across the 5 reels.
The DEER FREE GAMES has 98 DEER symbols across the 5 reels.
The CRANE FREE GAMES has 108 CRANE symbols across the 5 reels.
The ROOSTER FREE GAMES has 118 ROOSTER symbols across the 5 reels.
The BUTTERFLY FREE GAMES has 128 BUTTERFLY symbols across the 5 reels.
The FU BAT JACKPOT FEATURE can be triggered inside the free games.
Additional free games may be awarded during the FREE GAMES FEATURE and are added to the remaining
free games.
Free spins are played with the same bet as the BASE GAME which triggered the feature.
The awards and winning combinations in the FREE GAMES are same as the BASE GAME.
The FREE GAMES FEATURE is played on an alternate set of reels.
The FREE GAMES FEATURE ends when no free spins remain.

LEGAL PAGE

In accordance with fair gaming practices, the outcome of each game is completely independent.
The chances of getting a particular outcome are always the same at the start of every game.
The expected return for this game is 96.37%. This reflects the theoretical return across many plays.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.
The look and feel of the game and its individual components and displays are trade dress of Light & Wonder,
Inc. and its Subsidiaries. TM and © 2013, 2023 Light & Wonder, Inc. and its Subsidiaries. All rights
reserved.
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